
Limited Memory Bundle Method forLarge-Sale Nonsmooth Optimization:Convergene AnalysisM. Haarala K. Miettinen M. M. M�akel�aDepartment of Mathematial Information Tehnology,University of Jyv�askyl�a, P.O. Box 35 (Agora),FIN-40014 University of Jyv�askyl�a, Finland.In this paper we desribe a limited memory bundle method for solving large non-smooth (nondi�erentiable) optimization problems. The method is a hybrid of thenonsmooth variable metri bundle method and the smooth limited memory vari-able metri method. We prove the global onvergene of the method for a loallyLipshitz ontinuous objetive funtion.Keywords: Nondi�erentiable programming, large-sale optimization, bundle meth-ods, variable metri methods, limited memory methods, global onvergene.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, we desribe a limited memory bundle algorithm for solving largenonsmooth (nondi�erentiable) unonstrained optimization problems. We writethis problem as (minimize f(x)subjet to x 2 Rn ; (1)where the objetive funtion f : Rn ! R is supposed to be loally Lipshitzontinuous and the number of variables n is supposed to be large.Nonsmooth optimization problems of type (1) arise in many �elds of applia-tions, for example, in image restoration (see, e.g., [8℄) and in optimal ontrol(see, e.g., [12℄). The diret appliation of smooth gradient-based methods tononsmooth problems may lead to a failure in onvergene, in optimality on-ditions, or in gradient approximation (see [9℄). On the other hand, diretmethods, for example, Powel's method (see, e.g., [3℄) employing no derivative1



information, are quite unreliable and beome ineÆient when the size of theproblem inreases. Thus, we need speial tools for solving nonsmooth opti-mization problems.At the moment, various versions of bundle methods (see, e.g., [6, 7, 11, 12℄)are regarded as the most e�etive and reliable globally onvergent methodsfor nonsmooth optimization. They are based on the assumption that at everypoint x 2 Rn , we an evaluate the value of the objetive funtion f(x) and anarbitrary subgradient � 2 Rn from the subdi�erential (see [2℄)�f(x) = onvf limi!1rf(xi) j xi ! x and rf(xi) exists g;where \onv" denotes the onvex hull of a set.The basi idea of bundle methods is to approximate the subdi�erential of theobjetive funtion by gathering the subgradients from previous iterations intoa bundle. A searh diretion for the objetive funtion an be determined bysolving a quadrati diretion �nding problem (see, e.g., [12℄) and the globalonvergene of bundle methods with a limited number of stored subgradientsan be guaranteed by using a subgradient aggregation strategy [7℄, whih a-umulates information from the previous iterations.In their present form, bundle methods are eÆient for small- and medium-sale problems. However, their omputational demand expands in large-saleproblems with more than 500 variables (see [4℄). This is explained by the fatthat bundle methods need relatively large bundles to be apable of solvingthe problems eÆiently. In other words, the size of the bundle has to beapproximately the same as the number of variables and, thus, the quadratidiretion �nding problem beomes very time-onsuming to solve.In variable metri bundle methods introdued by Luk�san and Vl�ek [10, 14℄,the searh diretion is alulated by using the variable metri approximationof the inverse of the Hessian matrix. Thus, the quite ompliated quadratidiretion �nding problem appearing in standard bundle methods needs not tobe solved. Furthermore, the subgradient aggregation is done by using onlythree subgradients and, thus, the size of the bundle need not to grow withthe dimension of the problem. However, variable metri bundle methods usedense approximations of the Hessian matrix to alulate the searh diretionand, thus, due to matrix operations also these methods beome ineÆient whenthe dimension of the problem inreases.In [4℄ we have introdued a limited memory bundle method for large-sale non-smooth optimization. The method proposed is a hybrid of the variable metribundle methods [10, 14℄ and the limited memory variable metri methods2



(see, e.g., [1, 13℄), where the latter have been developed for smooth large-sale optimization. The new method uses all the ideas of the variable metribundle methods, namely the utilization of null steps, simple aggregation ofsubgradients, and the subgradient loality measures, but the searh diretionis alulated using a limited memory approah. Therefore, the time-onsumingquadrati diretion �nding problem appearing in the standard bundle methodsneed not to be solved and the number of stored subgradients need not to growwith the dimension of the problem. Furthermore, the method uses only fewvetors to represent the variable metri approximation of the Hessian matrixand, thus, it avoids storing and manipulating large matries as is the ase invariable metri bundle methods (see [10, 14℄). These improvements make thelimited memory bundle method suitable for large-sale optimization. Namely,the number of operations needed for the alulation of the searh diretionand the aggregate values is only linearly dependent on the number of vari-ables while, for example, with the original variable metri bundle method, thisdependene is quadrati.In order to prove the global onvergene of the limited memory bundle methodsome modi�ations had to be made to the algorithm introdued in [4℄. In thispaper, we �rst present a modi�ed limited memory bundle algorithm. Then,we propose a speial line searh proedure, whih is slightly modi�ed fromthat given in [14℄ and used in [4℄. In addition, we give a modi�ed limitedmemory SR1 update, whih guarantees the onditions required for the globalonvergene in the onseutive null steps.This paper is organized as follows: In the following setion, we give the modi-�ed limited memory bundle algorithm together with the line searh proedureand the limited memory matrix updating. In Setion 3, we prove the globalonvergene of the method and, �nally, in Setion 4, we onlude and givesome ideas of the further development.2 Limited Memory Bundle MethodIn this setion we �rst introdue the modi�ed limited memory bundle algo-rithm. After that we propose a speial line searh proedure whih providesstep sizes satisfying the onditions required for global onvergene. We alsogive the algorithms for limited memory BFGS and SR1 updates, sine thesealgorithms di�er from those given in [4℄. The hanges in BFGS update have noe�et to the global onvergene of the method but the SR1 update is modi�edsuh that it guarantees the sequene of stopping riterion (wk) to be nonin-reasing in the onseutive null steps. For more detailed desription of other3



properties of limited memory bundle method we refer to [4℄.The algorithm given below generates a sequene of basi points (xk) 2 Rnthat, in the onvex ase, onverges to a global minimum of a objetive funtionf : Rn ! R. In nononvex ase, the algorithm is only guaranteed to �nd astationary point of the objetive funtion (that is, a point x 2 Rn satisfying0 2 �f(x)). In addition to the basi points, the algorithm generates a sequeneof auxiliary points (yk) 2 Rn . A new iteration point xk+1 and a new auxiliarypoint yk+1 are produed by using a speial line searh proedure suh thatxk+1 = xk + tkLdk and (2)yk+1 = xk + tkRdk; for k � 1with y1 = x1, where tkR 2 (0; tmax℄, tkL 2 [0; tkR℄ are step sizes, dk = �Dk~�k is adiretion vetor, ~�k is an aggregate subgradient, and Dk is a limited memoryvariable metri approximation of the inverse of the Hessian matrix. Note thatDk is not formed expliitly but the searh diretion dk is alulated usinglimited memory approah to be desribed later. A neessary ondition for aserious step to be taken is to havetkR = tkL > 0 and f(yk+1) � f(xk)� "kLtkRwk; (3)where "kL 2 (0; 1=2) is a line searh parameter and wk > 0 represents thedesirable amount of desent of f at xk. If the required ondition (3) is satis�ed,we set xk+1 = yk+1 and a serious step is taken. Otherwise, a null step is taken iftkR > tkL = 0 and � �k+1 + dTk �k+1 � �"kRwk; (4)where "kR 2 ("kL; 1=2) is a line searh parameter, �k+1 2 �f(yk+1), and �k+1 isthe subgradient loality measure similar to bundle methods (see, e.g., [11℄). Inthe ase of a null step, we set xk+1 = xk but information about the objetivefuntion is inreased beause of the auxiliary point yk+1 and the auxiliarysubgradient �k+1 2 �f(yk+1) that we store.The aggregation strategy used with the limited memory bundle method issimilar to that with the original variable metri bundle methods [10, 14℄. Wedenote by m the lowest index j satisfying xj = xk (that is, m is the index ofthe iteration after the latest serious step). Suppose that we have the urrentsubgradient �m 2 �f(xk), the auxiliary subgradient �k+1 2 �f(yk+1), and theurrent aggregate subgradient ~�k (note that ~�1 = �1) available. Now, the newaggregate subgradient ~�k+1 is de�ned as a onvex ombination of these threesubgradients, ~�k+1 = �k1�m + �k2�k+1 + �k3~�k;4



where the multipliers �ki � 0 for i 2 f1; 2; 3 g and P3i=1 �i = 1 an be de-termined by minimizing a simple quadrati funtion, whih depends on thesethree subgradients and two loality measures (see Step 6 in Algorithm 1). Thissimple aggregation proedure gives us a possibility to retain the global onver-gene without solving quite ompliated quadrati diretion �nding problemappearing in standard bundle methods (see, e.g., [12℄). Note that the aggre-gate values are omputed only if the last step was a null step. Otherwise, weset ~�k+1 = �k+1 2 �f(xk+1).We now present the limited memory bundle method for nonsmooth large-saleunonstrained optimization.Algorithm 1. (Limited Memory Bundle Method).Data: Selet the upper and the lower bounds tmax > 1 and tmin 2 (0; 1) forthe serious steps. Selet a onstant C > 0 for a diretion vetor lengthontrol and a orretion parameter % 2 (0; 1=2). Selet positive initialline searh parameters "IR 2 (0; 1=2) and "IL 2 (0; "IR). Choose the�nal auray tolerane " > 0, the distane measure parameter  � 0( = 0 if f is onvex), and the loality measure parameter ! � 1.Step 0: (Initialization.) Choose a starting point x1 2 Rn and set an initialmatrix D1 = I. Set �1 = 0 and y1 = x1. Computef1 = f(x1) and�1 2 �f(x1):Set the orretion indiator iC = 0. Set the iteration ounter k = 1.Step 1: (Serious step initialization.) Set the aggregate subgradient ~�k = �kand the aggregate subgradient loality measure ~�k = 0. Set the or-retion indiator iCN = 0 and an index for the serious step m = k.Step 2: (Diretion �nding.) Computedk = �Dk~�k (5)by the limited memory BFGS update if m = k (Algorithm 3) and bythe limited memory SR1 update, otherwise (Algorithm 4).Step 3: (Corretion.) If �~�Tkdk < %~�Tk ~�k or iCN = 1, then setdk = dk � %~�k; (6)(i.e., Dk = Dk + %I) and iC = 1. Otherwise, set iC = 0. If iC = 1 andm < k, then set iCN = 1. 5



Step 4: (Stopping riterion.) Setwk = �~�Tkdk + 2~�k and (7)qk = 12~�Tk ~�k + ~�k: (8)If wk < " and qk < ", then stop.Step 5: (Line searh.) Set the saling parameter for diretion vetor lengthand for line searh �k = minf 1; C=kdkk g:Calulate the initial step size tkI 2 [tmin; tmax). Determine the stepsizes tkR 2 (0; tkI ℄ and tkL 2 [0; tkR℄ by the line searh Algorithm 2. Setthe orresponding valuesxk+1 = xk + tkL�kdk;yk+1 = xk + tkR�kdk;fk+1 = f(xk+1);�k+1 2 �f(yk+1):Set uk = �k+1 � �m and sk = yk+1 � xk = tkR�kdk. If ondition (3) isvalid (i.e., we take a serious step), then set �k+1 = 0, k = k + 1, andgo to Step 1. Otherwise, alulate the loality measure�k+1 = maxfjf(xk)� f(yk+1) + sTk �k+1)j; kskk! g: (9)Step 6: (Aggregation.) Determine multipliers �ki � 0, i 2 f1; 2; 3g, P3i=1 �ki =1 that minimize the funtion'(�1; �2; �3) = (�1�m + �2�k+1 + �3~�k)TDk(�1�m + �2�k+1 + �3~�k)+ 2(�2�k+1 + �3 ~�k); (10)where Dk = Dk + %I if iC = 1, and Dk is alulated by the sameupdating formula as in Step 2. Set~�k+1 = �k1�m + �k2�k+1 + �k3~�k and (11)~�k+1 = �k2�k+1 + �k3 ~�k: (12)Set k = k + 1 and go to Step 2.
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In order to guarantee the global onvergene of the method the boundednessof both diretion vetor length (see Step 5 in Algorithm 1) and the matriesBi = D�1i (see Step 3 in Algorithm 1) are required. The utilization of orre-tion (6) is equivalent to adding a positive de�nite matrix %I to matrix Dk.Note that in Steps 2 and 6 the matries Dk are not formed expliitly but thesearh diretion dk and the aggregate values ~�k+1 and ~�k+1 are alulated usingthe limited memory approah.The initial step size tkI 2 [tmin; tmax) (see Step 5 in Algorithm 1) is seleted byusing a bundle ontaining auxiliary points and orresponding funtion valuesand subgradients. The proedure used is exatly the same as in the originalvariable metri bundle method for nononvex objetive funtions (see [14℄).Sine the aggregation proedure (see Step 6 in Algorithm 1) uses only threesubgradients and two loality measures to alulate the new aggregate values,the minimum size of the bundle is two and a larger bundle (if it is employed)is used only for the seletion of the initial step size.Next we present a line searh algorithm, whih is used to determine the stepsizes tkL and tkR in limited memory bundle methods. The line searh proedureused is quite similar to that in the original variable metri bundle method [14℄.However, in order to guarantee the global onvergene of the method we usesaled line searh parameters "kR, "kL, "kA, and "kT instead of �xed ones (see,e.g., [14℄). Furthermore, in order to avoid many onseutive null steps, wehave added an additional interpolation step (Step 3 in Algorithm 2). That is,we look for more suitable step sizes tkL and tkR by using an extra interpolationloop if neessary. The role of this additional step is that if we have alreadytaken a null step at the previous iteration, we rather try to �nd a step sizesuitable for a serious step (that is, (3) is valid) even if ondition (4) requiredfor a null step was satis�ed. This additional interpolation step has no inueneto the onvergene properties but it has signi�ant a�et to the eÆieny ofthe method. Neither the hoie of the interpolation proedure (see Step 5 inAlgorithm 2) has e�et to the onvergene properties. Similarly to originalvariable metri bundle method (see [14℄) we ombine quadrati interpolationwith the bisetion.Algorithm 2. (Line Searh).Data: Suppose that we have the urrent iteration point xk, the urrent searhdiretion dk, the urrent saling parameter �k 2 (0; 1℄ and positiveinitial line searh parameters "IR 2 (0; 1=2), "IL 2 (0; "IR), "IA 2 (0; "IR �"IL), and "IT 2 ("IL; "IR � "IA). Suppose also that we have the initialstep size tkI , an auxiliary lower bound for serious steps tmin 2 (0; 1), thedistane measure parameter  � 0 ( = 0 if f is onvex), the loalitymeasure parameter ! � 1, the desirable amount of desent wk, an7



interpolation parameter � 2 (0; 1=2), and the maximum number foradditional interpolations intmax. In addition, suppose that we havethe number of onseutive null steps inull � 0.Step 0: (Initialization.) Set tA = 0, t = tU = tkI , and iI = 0. Calulate thesaled line searh parameters"kR = �k"IR; "kL = �k"IL; "kA = �k"IA; and "kT = �k"IT :Step 1: (New values.) Compute f(xk + t�kdk), � 2 �f(xk + t�kdk) and� = max f jf(xk)� f(xk + t�kdk) + t�kdTk �j;  (t�kkdkk)! g:If f(xk + t�kdk) � f(xk) � "kT twk; then set tA = t. Otherwise, settU = t.Step 2: (Serious Step.) If f(xk + t�kdk) � f(xk)� "kLtwk;and either t � tmin or � > "kAwk;then set tkR = tkL = t and terminate the omputation.Step 3: (Test for Additional Interpolation.) If f(xk+ t�kdk) > f(xk), inull > 0,and iI < intmax, then set iI = iI + 1 and go to Step 5.Step 4: (Null Step.) If �� + �kdTk � � �"kRwk;then set tkR = t, tkL = 0 and terminate the omputation.Step 5: (Interpolation.) Chooset 2 [tA + �(tU � tA); tU � �(tU � tA)℄by using some interpolation proedure and go to Step 1.It an be proved under some semi-smoothness hypotheses that Algorithm 2terminates in a �nite number of iterations (the proof is similar to that givenin [14℄). In addition, on the output of Algorithm 2 (see Steps 2 and 4), thestep sizes tkL and tkR satisfy the serious desent riterionf(xk+1)� f(xk) � �"kLtkLwk (13)and, in ase of tkL = 0 (null step), also ondition (4).8



Finally, we need to onsider how to update the approximation Dk of the in-verse of the Hessian matrix and, thus, how to �nd the searh diretion dk. Thebasi idea of the limited memory matrix updating is that instead of storingthe matries Dk, we use the information of the last few iterations to impliitlyde�ne the approximation of the inverse of the Hessian. This is done by storinga ertain number of orretion pairs (si;ui), (i < k), obtained in Step 5 of Al-gorithm 1. When the storage spae available is used up, the oldest orretionsare deleted to make room for new ones.Let us denote by m the maximum number of stored orretions supplied byuser (3 � m) and by mk = minfk � 1; mg the urrent number of storedorretions. The n �mk -dimensional orretion matries Sk and Uk are de-�ned by Sk = �sk�mk : : : sk�1� andUk = �uk�mk : : : uk�1� :These orretion matries are used to impliitly de�ne the approximation ofthe inverse of the Hessian matrix at eah iteration. When a new auxiliary pointyk+1 is generated, the new orretion matries Sk+1 and Uk+1 are obtained bydeleting the oldest orretions sk�mk and uk�mk from Sk and Uk if mk+1 = mk(that is, k > m) and by adding the most reent orretions sk and uk to thematries. Thus, exept for the �rst few iterations, we always have the m mostreent orretion pairs (si;ui) available.We de�ne the inverse limited memory BFGS update by the formula (see [1℄)Dk = #kI + �Sk #kUk� �(R�1k )T (Ck + #kUTk Uk)R�1k �(R�1k )T�R�1k 0 � � STk#kUTk � :Here, Rk is an upper triangular matrix of order mk given by the form(Rk)ij = ((sk�mk�1+i)T (uk�mk�1+j); if i � j0; otherwise,Ck is a diagonal matrix of order mk suh thatCk = diag [sTk�mkuk�mk ; : : : ; sTk�1uk�1℄;and the saling parameter #k > 0 is given by#k = uTk�1sk�1uTk�1uk�1 : (14)9



In addition, we de�ne the inverse limited memory SR1 update (see [1℄) byDk = #kI � (#kUk � Sk)(#kUTk Uk � Rk �RTk + Ck)�1(#kUk � Sk)T ; (15)where instead of (14) we use the value #k = 1 for every k.Next, we desribe some proedures for updating the limited memory BFGS andSR1 matries. In addition to the two n�mk -matries Sk and Uk, we store themk�mk -matriesRk, UTk Uk, and Ck and themk�1-vetors STk�1�m and UTk�1�mfrom the previous iteration. Sine in pratie mk is learly smaller than n,the storage spae required by these three auxiliary matries and two vetorsis insigni�ant but the savings in omputational e�orts are onsiderable. Adetailed desription of updating these matries and vetors an be found in [4℄.We �rst give an eÆient algorithm for updating the limited memory BFGSmatrixDk and for omputing the searh diretion dk = �Dk�k. This algorithmis used whenever the previous step was a serious step. Note that after a seriousstep the aggregate subgradient ~�k = �k 2 �f(xk) and, thus, the orretionvetors obtained at the previous iteration in Step 5 of Algorithm 1 an beequally expressed as sk�1 = xk � xk�1 and uk�1 = �k � �k�1.Algorithm 3. (BFGS Updating and Diretion Finding).Data: Suppose that the number of urrent orretions is mk�1 and the max-imum number of stored orretions is m. Suppose that we have themost reent orretions sk�1 and uk�1 (from previous iteration), theurrent subgradient �k 2 �f(xk), the previous subgradient �k�1 2�f(xk�1), the n �mk�1 -matries Sk�1 and Uk�1, the mk�1 �mk�1 -matries Rk�1, UTk�1Uk�1, and Ck�1, the previous saling parameter#k�1, and the mk�1-vetors STk�1�k�1 and UTk�1�k�1 available.Step 1: (Positive De�niteness) If uTk�1sk�1 > 0; (16)then set mk = min fmk�1 + 1; m g and update the matries (i.e.,go to Step 2). Otherwise, skip the updates, that is, set Sk = Sk�1,Uk = Uk�1, Rk = Rk�1, UTk Uk = UTk�1Uk�1, Ck = Ck�1, #k = #k�1, andmk = mk�1, ompute STk �k and UTk �k, and go to Step 7.Step 2: Obtain Sk and Uk by updating Sk�1 and Uk�1.Step 3: Compute and store mk-vetors STk �k and UTk �k.10



Step 4: Compute mk-vetors STk uk�1 and UTk uk�1 by using the fatuk�1 = �k � �k�1:Step 5: Update mk �mk -matries Rk, UTk Uk, and Ck.Step 6: If uTk�1uk�1 > 0, ompute #k#k = uTk�1sk�1uTk�1uk�1 :Note that both uTk�1sk�1 and uTk�1uk�1 have already been alulated.Otherwise, set #k = 1:0.Step 7: (Intermediate Values) Solve two intermediate values p1 2 Rmk andp2 2 Rmk from the linear equationsRkp1 = STk �k;RTk p2 = Ckp1 + #kUTk Ukp1 � #kUTk �k:Step 8: (Searh Diretion) Computedk = #kUkp1 � Skp2 � #k�k:Note that ondition (16) assures the positive de�niteness of the matries ob-tained by the limited memory BFGS update (see, e.g., [1℄).If the previous step was a null step, then ~�k 6= �k and, thus, there is no useto utilize the di�erene uk�1 = �k � �m in the alulations of STk uk�1 andUTk uk�1 (see Step 4 in Algorithm 3). Furthermore, in order to guarantee theglobal onvergene of the method, the sequene (wk) has to be noninreasingin onseutive null steps (that is, wk � wk�1). Thus, the ondition~�Tk (Dk �Dk�1)~�k � 0 (17)has to be satis�ed at eah time there ours more than one onseutive nullstep. In pratie, these two means that there are some more alulationsrequired in the ase of null steps than in the ase of serious steps.We now give an eÆient algorithm for updating the limited memory SR1 ma-trix Dk and for omputing the searh diretion dk = �Dk~�k. Along withStep 3 of Algorithm 1, this proedure guarantees that ondition (17) is valideven when the orretion %I is added to the new matrix Dk (see Lemma 10).This algorithm is used whenever the previous step was a null step.11



Algorithm 4. (SR1 Updating and Diretion Finding).Data: Suppose that the number of urrent orretions is mk�1 and the max-imum number of stored orretions is m. Suppose that we have themost reent orretions sk�1 and uk�1 (from previous iteration), theurrent aggregate subgradient ~�k, the previous aggregate subgradient~�k�1, the previous searh diretion dk�1, the n�mk�1 -matries Sk�1and Uk�1, the mk�1 �mk�1 -matries Rk�1, UTk�1Uk�1, and Ck�1, andthe previous saling parameter #k�1 available. In addition, supposethat we have the number of onseutive null steps inull = k �m � 1.Step 1: (Initial Vetors and Initialization) Compute mk�1-vetors STk�1~�k andUTk�1~�k. Set #k = 1:0 and iup = 0.Step 2: (Positive De�niteness) If�dTk�1uk�1 � ~�Tk�1sk�1 � 0;then skip the updates, that is, set Sk = Sk�1, Uk = Uk�1, Rk = Rk�1,UTk Uk = UTk�1Uk�1, Ck = Ck�1, STk ~�k = STk�1~�k, UTk ~�k = UTk�1~�k, andmk = mk�1 and go to Step 8.Otherwise, set mk = min fmk�1 + 1; m g and alulate sTk�1~�k anduTk�1~�k.Step 3: (Update Conditions) If eitherinull = 1; ormk < m;then update the matries, that is, go to Step 4. Otherwise, solve thelinear equation(#k�1UTk�1Uk�1 �Rk�1�RTk�1 + Ck�1)p= #k�1UTk�1~�k � STk�1~�k:to obtain p 2 Rmk�1 . Calulate the vetor z 2 Rn fromz = #k�1~�k � (#k�1Uk�1 � Sk�1)p;and the salar a = ~�Tk z:Set iup = 1. 12



Step 4: Obtain Sk and Uk by updating Sk�1 and Uk�1.Step 5: Compute mk-vetors STk uk�1 and UTk uk�1.Step 6: Update mk �mk -matries Rk, UTk Uk, and Ck.Step 7: Construt mk-vetors STk ~�k and UTk ~�k using STk�1~�k, UTk�1~�k, sTk�1~�k,and uTk�1~�k.Step 8: (Intermediate Value) Solve p 2 Rmk from the linear equation(#kUTk Uk � Rk �RTk + Ck)p = #kUTk ~�k � STk ~�k:Step 9: (Searh Diretion) Computedk = �#k~�k + (#kUk � Sk)p:Step 10:(Update Conditions II) If iup = 1, then alulateb = ~�kdk;and in ase of b + a < 0;set mk = mk�1, Sk = Sk�1, Uk = Uk�1, Rk = Rk�1, UTk Uk = UTk�1Uk�1,Ck = Ck�1, and dk = �z:Lemma 1. The ondition (see Algorithm 4, Step 2)�dTi ui � ~�Ti si < 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; k � 1 (18)assures the positive de�niteness of the matries obtained by the limited memorySR1 update.Proof. Let us denote Bi = D�1i for all i = 1; : : : ; k. We now prove that eahmatrix Bk, k � 1 is positive de�nite when ondition (18) is valid. Note that ifBk is positive de�nite, then also its inverse Dk is positive de�nite.By applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula (see, e.g., [3℄) to (15)we obtainBk = B1 + (Uk � B1Sk)(Lk + LTk + Ck � STk B1Sk)�1(Uk � B1Sk)T ; (19)13



where matries Sk, Uk, and Ck are de�ned as before, B1 = D�11 = I is apositive de�nite initial matrix, and(Lk)ij = ((sk�mk�1+i)T (uk�mk�1+j); if i > j0; otherwise.We denote Qk = �qk�mk : : : qk�1� = Uk � B1Skand Nk = Lk + LTk + Ck � STk B1Sk:Assume that Bk�1 is positive de�nite for some k > 1 and that ondition (18)is valid for i = 1; : : : ; k � 1. We prove that also the new matrix Bk is positivede�nite. To simplify the notation, we, from now on, omit the index (k � 1)and replae the index k by \+". Thus, equation (19) an be rewritten in theform B+ = B1 +Q+N�1+ QT+= B0 + (u� B0s) (u� B0s)TsT (u� B0s) ; (20)where B0 = B1+Q0N 0�1Q0T , N 0 is formed by deleting the �rst row and the �rstolumn from N if k > m + 1, and Q0 is formed by deleting the �rst olumnfrom Q. If k � m + 1, then N 0 = N and Q0 = Q.It an be easily seen from (20) that the new matrix B+ is positively de�nite ifB0 is positively de�nite and the denominator sT (u�B0s) > 0.We �rst prove that B0 is positively de�nite. The urrent matrix B is positivede�nite by assumption and, thus, due to ondition (18), QN�1QT , N�1, andN are also positive de�nite. The positive de�niteness of N implies the positivede�niteness of N 0 as a minor of matrix N . Now, sine N 0 is positive de�nitealso N 0�1, Q0N 0�1Q0T , and, thus, B0 = B1 +Q0N 0�1Q0T are positive de�nite.Condition (18) implies that for all i = 1; : : : ; k � 1 we havedTi ui > tiR�i~�Ti Di~�i = tiR�i~�Ti DiBiDi~�i = tiR�idTi Bidi; (21)where tiR > 0 is the step size and �i 2 (0; 1℄ is the saling parameter for thediretion vetor di. From (21) and the fat that s = tR�d we obtainsT (u� Bs) > 0:14



Now, for k � m + 1 the urrent positive de�nite matrix B is equal to B0 andfor k > m + 1 it an be given in a formB = B1 +QN�1QT= B1 + �q� Q0� � sT�q� qT�S 0S 0Tq� N 0 ��1 � qT�Q0T�= B1 + �q� Q0� � 1=Æ �qT�S 0N 0�1=Æ�N 0�1S 0Tq�=Æ N 0�1 +N 0�1S 0Tq�qT�S 0N 0�1=Æ� � qT�Q0T�= B0 + (q� �Q0N 0�1S 0Tq�)(q� �Q0N 0�1S 0Tq�)T=Æ;where the subsript \�" denotes the index k�mk� 1, matrix S 0 is formed bydeleting the �rst olumn from S, and the denominatorÆ = sT�q� � qT�S 0N 0�1S 0Tq�is greater than zero, sine matrix N�1 is positive de�nite (that is, the upperleft term 1=Æ has to be greater than zero). Thus, in all ases, we have xT (B �B0)x � 0 for all x 6= 0, and the following inequality holds for the denominatorof formula (20): sT (u�B0s) � sT (u� Bs) > 0:Therefore, the new matrix B+ and its inverse D+ are positive de�nite. �In order to use both Algorithms 3 and 4 with the same stored information,some modi�ations have to be made. Firstly, during the limited memory SR1update we have to update the mk-vetors STk �m and UTk �m (that is, STk�1�k�1and UTk�1�k�1 to the next limited memory BFGS update). Furthermore, sinewe use the same orretion matries Sk and Uk for the alulations of both theBFGS and the SR1 updates, both the positive de�niteness onditions (16) and(18) have to be valid in eah ase before we update the matries. Nevertheless,it an be easily seen from (21) provided by positive de�niteness of Bi thatondition (18) implies (16) and, thus, we only have to hek the validity of(18). However, numerial experiments have showed that the simple skippingof the BFGS update (see Algorithm 3, Step 1) if ondition (18) required for theSR1 update is not satis�ed, makes the method quite ineÆient. Therefore, inase of BFGS update, the new searh diretion dk is alulated onventionallyusing the most reent orretions sk�1 and uk�1 whenever the required positivede�niteness ondition (16) is valid but the matries are not updated, that is,the orretion vetors are not stored, unless both the onditions (16) and (18)are satis�ed. In pratie, this means that the orretion matries Sk and Ukmay atually inlude some indies smaller than k � mk due to skipping ofupdates and that, in the ase of the BFGS update, the number of the urrentorretions used may be mk = m + 1.15



The new limited memory bundle method uses a limited memory approahto alulate the searh diretion and it requires only three subgradients andtwo loality measures to alulate the new aggregate values. Thus, the time-onsuming quadrati diretion �nding problem appearing in standard bundlemethods (see, e.g., [12℄) needs not to be solved and the size of the bundleneeds not to inrease with the dimension of the problem. Furthermore, boththe searh diretion dk and the aggregate values ~�k+1 and ~�k+1 an be om-puted impliitly using at most O(nm) operations. Assuming m � n, thisis muh less than O(n2) operations needed with the original variable metribundle method, whih stores and manipulates the whole matrix Dk. These im-provements make the limited memory bundle method suitable for large-saleproblems. This assertion is supported by numerial experiments presentedin [4℄.3 Convergene AnalysisIn this setion, we prove the global onvergene of Algorithm 1. We assumethat the objetive funtion f : Rn ! R is loally Lipshitz ontinuous and thatthe level set fx 2 Rn j f(x) � f(x1) g is bounded. In addition, we assumethat eah exeution of the line searh proedure is �nite.We start by giving a neessary ondition for a loally Lipshitz ontinuousobjetive funtion to attain its loal minimum in an unonstrained ase. Fora onvex funtion this ondition is also suÆient and the minimum is global.Theorem 2. Let f : Rn ! R be loally Lipshitz ontinuous at x 2 Rn . If fattains its loal minimum at x, then x is a stationary point, that is,0 2 �f(x):Proof. See, e.g., [12℄.Now, sine the objetive funtion f is not supposed to be onvex, we an onlyprove that Algorithm 1 either terminates at a stationary point or generatesan in�nite sequene (xk) for whih aumulation points are stationary for f .Naturally, we assume that the �nal auray tolerane " = 0.We start the onvergene analysis by giving three tehnial results (Lemmas3, 4, and 5). After that, we prove (Theorem 6) that wk = 0 and qk = 0imply that the point xk is a stationary point for the objetive funtion. Forin�nite sequene (xk), we �rst show (Lemma 7) that the onditions (qk) ! 0and (wk) ! 0 are equivalent due to orretion (6) and, thus, we an restrit16



the onsideration to the stopping parameter wk. Then we show (Lemma 8)that if (xk)k2K ! �x and (wk)k2K ! 0 for some subset K � f1; 2; : : :g, thenthe aumulation point �x is stationary point for the objetive funtion. Thisassertion requires the uniformly positive de�niteness of Dk, whih also is guar-anteed by orretion (6). Furthermore, using the tehnial Lemma 9 and thefat that the sequene (wk) is noninreasing in the onseutive null steps dueto additional testing proedure during the limited memory SR1 update (seeLemma 10), we prove that the inde�nite sequene of onseutive null stepswith xk = xm implies 0 2 �f(xm) (Lemma 11). Finally, in Theorem 12 weombine all the results obtained and show that every aumulation point of(xk) is stationary for the objetive funtion.The onvergene analysis of limited memory bundle method is very similar tothat of original variable metri bundle method for nononvex objetive fun-tions (see [14℄). In fat, Lemmas 4, 5, and 9 and their proofs are exatly thesame as those given in [14℄ (the proof of Lemma 9 an be found from [10℄)and also Lemmas 3, 8, 11, and Theorems 6, and 12 are very similar to theorresponding of original variable metri bundle method. However, we givethose Lemmas and Theorems (with their proofs) here to make the onvergeneanalysis of limited memory bundle method self-ontained.There are two main di�erenes between the onvergene analysis of originalvariable metri bundle method and limited memory bundle method. The �rstone is that in limited memory bundle method we have two di�erent stoppingparameters wk and qk (see Step 4 in Algorithm 1) instead of only one (see [14℄).However, Lemma 7 shows that (qk)! 0 implies (wk)! 0 and vie versa and,thus, it is enough to examine only the stopping parameter wk, whih is similarto that of original variable metri bundle method. Furthermore, in limitedmemory bundle method we are not able to guarantee that the sequene (wk)is noninreasing in the onseutive null steps without an additional testingproedure during the limited memory SR1 update (Algorithm 4). Lemma 10shows that along with Step 3 of Algorithm 1, the proedure used in Algorithm 4guarantees that ondition (17) is valid even when the orretion %I is addedto new matrix Dk.Lemma 3. At the kth iteration of Algorithm 1, we havewk = ~�TkDk~�k + 2~�k; wk � 2~�k; wk � %k~�kk2;qk = 12k~�kk2 + ~�k; qk � ~�k; qk � 12k~�kk2;and �k+1 � kyk+1 � xk+1k!:17



Furthermore, if ondition (18) is valid for k = k + 1, thenuTk (Dkuk � sk) > 0:Proof. We point out �rst that ~�k � 0 for all k by (9), (12), and Step 1 inAlgorithm 1. The relationswk = ~�TkDk~�k + 2~�k; wk � 2~�k; wk � %k~�kk2;qk = 12k~�kk2 + ~�k; qk � ~�k; qk � 12k~�kk2follow immediately from (5), (6), (7), and (8).Note that, if orretion (6) isused, we onsider that Dk = Dk + %I and, thus, these results are valid also inthis ase.By (9) and sine xk+1 = xk for null steps, and sine �k+1 = 0, and kyk+1 �xk+1k = 0 for serious steps, we always have�k+1 � kyk+1 � xk+1k!for some  � 0 and ! � 1.Now, we prove that ondition (18) implies uTk (Dkuk�sk) > 0: If ondition (18)is valid for k = k+1, then ~�k 6= 0 (otherwise, we would have�dTk uk�~�Tk sk = 0).Using the positiveness of uTk sk (provided by the positive de�niteness of Dk, in(21)), Cauhy's inequality, and the fat that we have sk = tkR�kdk, tkR > 0 and�k 2 (0; 1℄, we obtain(uTk sk)2 = (tkR�k~�TkDkuk)2� (tkR�k)2~�TkDk~�kuTkDkuk= tkR�kuTkDkuk(�sTk ~�k)< tkR�kuTkDkukdTkuk = uTkDkukuTk sk:Therefore, uTk sk < uTkDkuk. �Lemma 4. Suppose that Algorithm 1 is not terminated before the kth iteration.Then, there exist numbers �k;j � 0 for j = 1; : : : ; k and ~�k � 0 suh that(~�k; ~�k) = kXj=1 �k;j(�j; kyj � xkk); kXj=1 �k;j = 1; and~�k � ~�!k : 18



Proof. Let m be an index of the iteration after the latest serious step de�nedat Step 1 of Algorithm 1 (that is, xj = xm for all j = m; : : : ; k). First we provethat there exist numbers �k;j � 0 for j = m; : : : ; k, suh that(~�k; ~�k) = kXj=m�k;j(�j; �j); kXj=m�k;j = 1: (22)We prove this via indution. Suppose k = m. Then we set �m;m = 1, sine~�m = �m and ~�m = 0 at Step 1 of Algorithm 1 and we have set �m = 0 atStep 5 at the previous iteration (�1 = 0 due to initialization). Thus, the basease is valid. Now, suppose k > m, let i 2 fm; : : : ; k � 1g, and assume that(22) is valid for k replaed with i. We de�ne�i+1;m = �i1 + �i3�i;m;�i+1;j = �i3�i;j for j = m + 1; : : : ; i; and�i+1;i+1 = �i2:Now, we have �i+1;j � 0 for all j = m; : : : ; i+ 1 andi+1Xj=m�i+1;j = �i1 + �i3 �i;m + iXj=m+1�i;j!+ �i2 = 1;sine Pij=m �i;j = 1 due to assumption and P3l=1 �il = 1 (see Algorithm 1,Step 6).Using relations (11) and (12), we obtain(~�i+1; ~�i+1) = �i1(�m; 0) + �i2(�i+1; �i+1) + iXj=m�i3�i;j(�j; �j)= i+1Xj=m�i+1;j(�j; �j);due to �m = 0 and, thus, ondition (22) is valid for i + 1.Now, we de�ne �k;j = 0 for j = 1; : : : ; m� 1 and~�k = kXj=1 �k;jkyj � xkk:19



Sine xj = xk for j = m; : : : ; k, we obtain~�k = kXj=m�k;jkyj � xjk;and, thus, by (22), Lemma 3 and the onvexity of the funtion g ! g! onR+ for  � 0 and ! � 1 we have~�!k =  kXj=m�k;jkyj � xjk!!
� kXj=m�k;jkyj � xjk!� kXj=m�k;j�j= ~�k: �Lemma 5. Let �x 2 Rn be given and suppose that there exist vetors �g, ��i, �yi,and numbers ��i � 0 for i = 1; : : : ; l, l � 1, suh that(�g; 0) = lXi=1 ��i(��i; k�yi � �xk);��i 2 �f(�yi); i = 1; : : : ; l; and (23)lXi=1 ��i = 1:Then �g 2 �f(�x).Proof. Let I = f i j i = 1; : : : ; l; ��i > 0 g. By (23) we have�yi = �x and��i 2 �f(�x) for all i 2 I:Thus, we obtain �g =Xi2I ��i��i;��i > 0; for i 2 I; andXi2I ��i = 1;and �g 2 �f(�x) by the onvexity of �f(�x) (see [7℄). �20



Theorem 6. If Algorithm 1 terminates at the kth iteration, then the point xkis stationary for f .Proof. If Algorithm 1 terminates at Step 4, then the fat " = 0 implies thatwk = 0 and qk = 0. Thus, ~�k = 0 and ~�k = ~�k = 0 by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.Now, by Lemma 4 and by using Lemma 5 with�x = xk; l = k; �g = ~�k;��i = �i; �yi = yi; ��i = �k;i for i � k;we obtain 0 = ~�k 2 �f(xk) and, thus, xk is stationary for f . �From now on, we suppose that the algorithm does not terminate, that is wk > 0and qk > 0 for all k.Lemma 7. Let the stopping parameters wk and qk of Algorithm 1 be de�ned by(7) and (8), respetively. Then(qk)! 0 if and only if (wk)! 0Proof. The ondition (qk)! 0 implies (~�k)! 0 and (~�k)! 0 by Lemma 3and, thus, it is obvious that (wk)! 0.On the other hand, by Lemma 3 we have wk � 2~�k � 0 and wk � %k~�kk2 forsome orretion parameter % 2 (0; 1=2). Therefore, (wk)! 0 implies ( ~�k)! 0and (~�k)! 0 and, thus, also (qk)! 0. �In view of Lemma 7 we an, from now on, restrit the onsideration to thestopping parameter wk.Lemma 8. Suppose that the level set fx 2 Rn j f(x) � f(x1) g is bounded.Then, the sequenes (yk) and (�k) are also bounded. If, in addition, there exista point �x 2 Rn and an in�nite set K � f1; 2; : : :g suh that (xk)k2K ! �x and(wk)k2K ! 0, then 0 2 f(�x).Proof. The sequene (xk) is bounded by assumption and the monotoniityof the sequene (fk) obtained due to serious desent riterion (13). Sinexk+1 = yk+1 for serious steps and kyk+1 � xk+1k � tmaxC for null steps (by(2) and due to fat that we use the saled diretion vetor �kdk, where �k =minf 1; C=kdkk g in line searh) the sequene (yk) is also bounded. By the loalboundedness and the upper semiontinuity of �f (see, e.g., [12℄), we obtain theboundedness of the sequene (�k). 21



Let I = f1; : : : ; n + 2g:Using the fat that �k 2 �f(yk) for all k � 1, Lemma 4, and Carath�eodory'stheorem (see, e.g., [5℄), we dedue that there exist vetors yk;i, �k;i, and num-bers �k;i � 0 and ~�k for i 2 I and k � 1, suh that(~�k; ~�k) =Xi2I �k;i(�k;i; kyk;i � xkk);�k;i 2 �f(yk;i); and (24)Xi2I �k;i = 1;with (yk;i; �k;i) 2 f(yj; �j) j j = 1; : : : ; kg:From the boundedness of (yk), we obtain the existene of points y�i (i 2 I), andan in�nite set K0 � K satisfying (yk;i)k2K0 ! y�i for i 2 I. The boundednessof (�k) and (�k;i) gives us the existene of vetors ��i 2 �f(y�i ), numbers��i for i 2 I, and an in�nite set K1 � K0 satisfying (�k;i)k2K1 ! ��i and(�k;i)k2K1 ! ��i for i 2 I.It an be seen from (24) that��i � 0 for i 2 I; and Xi2I ��i = 1:From (wk)k2K ! 0, Lemma 3, and Lemma 4, we obtain(~�k)k2K ! 0; ( ~�k)k2K ! 0; and (~�k)k2K ! 0:By letting k 2 K1 approah in�nity in (24), and by using Lemma 5 with�x = xk; l = n+ 2; �g = 0;��i = ��i ; �yi = y�i ; ��i = ��iwe obtain 0 2 �f(�x). �Lemma 9. Suppose that there exist vetors p and g together with numbersw � 0, � � 0, � � 0, M � 0, and  2 (0; 1=2) suh thatw = kpk2 + 2�; � + pTg � w; and maxfkpk; kgk;p�g � M:22



Let Q : [0; 1℄! R be suh thatQ(�) = k�g + (1� �)pk2 + 2(�� + (1� �)�) andb = (1� 2)=4M:Then minfQ(�) j � 2 [0; 1℄g � w � w2b2:Proof. See the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [10℄. �Lemma 10. Suppose that the level set fx 2 Rn j f(x) � f(x1) g is bounded,the number of serious steps is �nite, and the last serious step ourred at theiteration m� 1. Then there exists a number k� � m, suh that~�Tk+1Dk+1~�k+1 � ~�Tk+1Dk~�k+1 and (25)tr(Dk) < 32n (26)for all k � k�, where tr(Dk) denotes the trae of matrix Dk.Proof. Suppose �rst that iCN = 0 for all k � m, that is, the orretion %I(see Algorithm 1, Step 3) is not added to any matrix Dk with k � m. If theSR1 update is not used, we have Dk+1 = Dk, and ondition (25) is valid withequalities. Otherwise, if mk < m, we haveDk+1 = Dk � (Dkuk � sk)(Dkuk � sk)TuTk (Dkuk � sk) ;where the denominator uTk (Dkuk� sk) > 0 by Lemma 3. Thus, ondition (25)is valid in the ase mk < m. Finally, if mk = m, we update the matrix onlyif ~�Tk+1(Dk+1 �Dk)~�k+1 � 0 (see Algorithm 4, Steps 3 and 10). Sine iCN = 0for all k � m, the orretion %I is not added to new matrix Dk+1 and, thus,ondition (25) is valid also in this ase. Furthermore, in eah ase we havetr(Dk)� 32n = tr(Dk)� tr(I)� 12n = tr(Dk � I)� 12n < 0for k � m, sine the matrix Dk � I is negative (semi)de�nite. Therefore, ifiCN = 0 for all k � m, onditions (25) and (26) are valid if we set k� = m.If iCN = 0 does not hold for all k � m, then the orretion %I, with % 2 (0; 1=2),is added to all the matries Dk with k � �k (see Algorithm 1, Step 3). Here�k denotes the index k � m of the iteration when iCN = 1 ourred for the23



�rst time. The limited memory matries Sk, Uk, Rk, and Ck do not ontaininformation of the orretion %I that may have been added to the matrix Dkat the previous iteration. Let us now denote by D̂k the matrix formed with thelimited memory matries and byDk the orreted matrix, that is, Dk = D̂k+%Ifor all k � �k (sine we suppose iCN = 1).Now, all the results given above are valid for D̂k and D̂k+1. Sine for all k � �k,we have Dk = D̂k + %I and we set Dk+1 = D̂k+1 + %I, ondition (25) is validfor all k � k� = �k. Now, in eah ase we havetr(Dk)� 32n = tr(D̂k + %I)� tr(I)� 12n= tr(D̂k � I) + tr(%I)� 12n< tr(D̂k � I) + 12n� 12n� 0for k � �k, sine the matrix D̂k � I is negative (semi)de�nite and % 2 (0; 1=2).Therefore, onditions (25) and (26) are valid for all k � k� withk� = maxf�k;mg;where �k = 1 if iCN = 0. �Lemma 11. Suppose that the level set fx 2 Rn j f(x) � f(x1) g is bounded,the number of serious steps is �nite, and the last serious step ourred at theiteration m� 1. Then, the point xm is stationary for f .Proof. From (10), (11), (12), Lemma 3, and Lemma 10 we obtainwk+1 = ~�Tk+1Dk+1~�k+1 + 2~�k+1� ~�Tk+1Dk~�k+1 + 2~�k+1= '(�k1; �k2; �k3) (27)� '(0; 0; 1)= ~�TkDk~�k + 2~�k= wkfor k � k� with k� de�ned in Lemma 10.Let us, for a while, denote Dk = W Tk Wk. Thus, funtion ' (see (10)) an begiven in the form'(�k1; �k2; �k3) = k�k1Wk�m + �k2Wk�k+1 + �k3Wk~�kk2 + 2(�k2�k+1 + �k3 ~�k):24



From (27) we obtain the boundedness of the sequenes (wk), (Wk~�k), and (~�k).Furthermore, Lemma 10 assures the boundedness of (Dk) and (Wk). (We saythat matrix is bounded if its eigenvalues lie in the ompat interval that doesnot ontain zero). By Lemma 8, we obtain the boundedness of (yk), (�k), and(Wk�k). Let us denoteM = supfkWk�k+1k; kWk~�kk;q~�k j k � k�g; andb = (1� 2"IR)=4M;and let us �rst assume that wk > Æ > 0 for all k � k�. From the fat thatminf'(�1; �2; �3) j �i � 0; i = 1; 2; 3; 3Xi=1 �i = 1g� minf'(0; �; (1� �)) j � 2 [0; 1℄gand (27) we obtainwk+1 � minfk�Wk�k+1 + (1� �)Wk~�k)k2+2(��k+1 + (1� �) ~�k) j � 2 [0; 1℄g:Sine wk = ~�TkDk~�k+2~�k by Lemma 3, dk = �Dk~�k (see Algorithm 1, Step 2),and ��k+1 + �kdTk �k+1 � ��kRwkby (4) and due to fat that we use saled diretion vetor �kdk in line searh(see Algorithm 1, Step 5), we have�k�k+1 � �kdTk �k+1 � �k+1 � �kdTk �k+1 � �kRwk = �k"IRwk:Now, we an use Lemma 9 withp = Wk~�k; g = Wk�k+1; w = wk;� = ~�k; � = �k+1;  = "IRto obtain wk+1 � wk � (wkb)2 < wk � (Æb)2for k � k� and, thus, for suÆiently large k, we have a ontradition withthe assumption wk > Æ. Therefore, due to monotoniity of wk for k � k�, weobtain wk ! 0, xk ! xm, and by Lemma 8 we have 0 2 f(xm). �25



Theorem 12. Suppose that the level set fx 2 Rn j f(x) � f(x1) g is bounded,then every luster point of sequene (xk) is stationary for f .Proof. Let �x be a luster point of (xk), and let K � f1; 2; : : :g be an in�niteset suh that (xk)k2K ! �x. In view of Lemma 11, we an restrit the onsid-eration to the ase where the number of serious steps (with tkL > 0) is in�nite.We denoteK0 = fk j tkL > 0; there exists i 2 K; i � k suh that xi = xkg:Obviously, K0 is in�nite and (xk)k2K0 ! �x. The ontinuity of f implies that(fk)k2K0 ! f(�x) and, thus, fk # f(�x) by the monotoniity of the sequene (fk)obtained due to serious desent riterion (13). Using the fat that tkL � 0 forall k � 1 and ondition (13), we obtain0 � "kLtkLwk � fk � fk+1 ! 0 for k � 1: (28)If the set K1 = fk 2 K0 j tkL � tming is in�nite, then (wk)k2K1 ! 0 and(xk)k2K1 ! �x by (28) and, thus, by Lemma 8 we have 0 2 f(�x).If the set K1 is �nite, then the set K2 = fk 2 K0 j �k+1 > "kAwkg has to bein�nite (see Algorithm 2, Step 2). To the ontrary, let us assume thatwk � Æ > 0; for all k 2 K2:From (28), we have (tkL)k2K2 ! 0 and Step 5 in Algorithm 1 implieskxk+1 � xkk = tkLkdkk � tkLCfor all k � 1. Thus, (kxk+1 � xkk)k2K2 ! 0. By (9), (28), and the bounded-ness of (�k) by Lemma 8, and sine yk+1 = xk+1 for serious steps, we obtain(�k+1)k2K2 ! 0, whih is in ontradition with"kAÆ � "kAwk < �k+1; k 2 K2:Therefore, there exists an in�nite set K3 � K2 suh that (wk)k2K3 ! 0,(xk)k2K3 ! �x, and 0 2 f(�x) by Lemma 8. �Note that, if we hoose " > 0, Algorithm 1 terminates in a �nite number ofsteps, sine (wk)! 0 and (qk)! 0 in ase the number of serious steps is �nite(see the proof of Lemma 11), and either (wk)k2K1 ! 0 and (qk)k2K1 ! 0 or(wk)k2K3 ! 0 and (qk)k2K3 ! 0 in ase the number of serious steps is in�nite(see the proof of Theorem 12). 26
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